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A. Transferable Text-to-Image Prompt

method 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

PaLI-X [3] 9.68 8.50 10.16 12.38 14.27 15.81 16.81 17.76

BLIP-2 [13] 10.66 8.46 8.92 10.40 11.84 12.93 13.81 14.77

COCO longest 10.68 8.14 8.08 9.28 10.62 11.62 12.61 13.38

COCO random 10.79 8.38 8.65 10.09 11.57 12.41 13.66 14.37

COCO concat. 12.40 9.48 8.96 10.03 11.37 12.39 13.29 14.10

De-Diffusion 11.51 8.15 6.63 7.12 7.85 8.65 9.36 10.02
Table A1. Evaluating different captioning methods by text-
to-image reconstruction. We report FID (↓) with classifier-free
guidance scales from 1.5 to 8.0. Best FID of each method is bold.

Quantitative evaluation. We use the pre-trained Stable
Diffusion v2-base1 as the generic text-to-image generator.
We measure the similarity between original and synthesized
256×256 images using FID [10] on 30K images from MS-
COCO 2014 validation split. Image generation utilizes 50
steps of DDIM sampling, and different classifier-free guid-
ance scales from 1.5 to 8.0. We report the results in Tab. A1.

PaLI-X refers to its variant that is multi-task finetuned
on multiple image caption benchmarks. The model ob-
tains 147.3 CIDEr [3] on image captioning on Karpathy test
split [11]. BLIP-2 [13] refers to its ViT-g OPT2.7B variant,
with 145.8 CIDEr captioning performance.

For human-annotated captions, we take advantage of the
five caption annotations provided for each image in MS-
COCO [4]. We evaluate with three different variants. In
COCO longest, we select the longest captions of the five
captions as the prompt for text-to-image generation. In
COCO random, we randomly sample one from the five. In
COCO concat., we concatenate all five captions in to a long
sentence. As in Tab. A1, COCO longest obtains the best
reconstruction FID, which is the one illustrated in Fig. 3.

Qualitative evaluation. Our visualizations in Figs. A2
and A3 demonstrate that De-Diffusion text is more compre-
hensive than human-annotated captions. Images are from
MS-COCO 2014 validation split and we test with three

1https : / / huggingface . co / stabilityai / stable -
diffusion-2-base

prominent text-to-image tools including Stable Diffusion
XL [16], Midjourney [1], and Imagen [18].

The results show that De-Diffusion text covers fine-
grained semantic aspects ranging from objects and their po-
sitional relationships, human attributes, backgrounds, to ac-
tion subcategories. In contrast, human-annotated captions
often neglect fine-grained semantic details, leading to high
variance in the generated images across text-to-image tools.
While the descriptions in human captions are precise, De-
Diffusion text much more comprehensively enumerates key
objects, their attributes, their relationships and background
contexts. This comprehension allows cross-tool text-to-
image reconstruction with De-Diffusion.

Figs. A4 and A5 visualize text-to-image reconstruction
with De-Diffusion text on synthetic images from other text-
to-image tools Ideogram2 and Lexica3. Fig. A4 shows De-
Diffusion can provide fine-grained descriptions for complex
and diverse synthetic images besides photographic images
in MS-COCO (Figs. A2 and A3). The prompts also transfer
across different text-to-image models. Fig. A5 further high-
lights the ability of De-Diffusion to articulate diverse image
types and explicitly name the genre such as “cg wallpaper”,
“watercolor painting”, “etching logo”, and a plain image of
a black circle. These results suggest that De-Diffusion can
be applied to provide cross-tool prompt inspiration for user-
uploaded images to explore new vocabulary and aesthetics.

B. Multi-Modal Few-Shot Learner

B.1. Few-Shot LLM Prompts

Prompts for LLMs in the multi-modal few-shot learning ex-
periments are built by interleaving De-Diffusion text of sup-
port set images, denoted as <De-Diffusion text>,
and their corresponding answers, which are followed by De-
Diffusion text of the query image. We randomly sample the
support set from the training split. The LLM’s completion
is considered a correct answer only if it exactly matches the
ground truth.

2https://ideogram.ai
3https://lexica.art
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Few-shot VQA. On VQA tasks including VQAv2 [9] and
OKVQA [15], an example two-shot prompt is:

Answer the question given the context.

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
Image question: Is the train moving? Short

answer: yes$

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
Image question: What sport is this? Short

answer: skiing$

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
Image question: Where is he looking? Short

answer:

We take LLM’s output before $ as the prediction.

Few-shot captioning. On MS-COCO captioning [4], an
example two-shot prompt with two shots is:

MS COCO image captioning.

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
MS COCO image caption: a man with a red

helmet on a small moped on a dirt road$

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
MS COCO image caption: a man is standing

next to a window wearing a hat$

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
MS COCO image caption:

We take LLM’s output before $ as the prediction.

Few-shot classification. For a 2-way 1-shot classification
on miniImageNet between class lion and vase, the prompt
with task induction is:

Classify the context into "lion" or "vase".

Context: <De-Diffusion text>
Classification: lion.

Context: <De-Diffusion text>
Classification: vase.

Context: <De-Diffusion text>
Classification:

We take LLM’s output before period as the prediction.
In the case without induction, we remove the first sentence.

B.2. Zero-Shot Generalization

Zero-shot prompt. Following Flamingo [2], we build the
prompts with several pseudo samples from the downstream
tasks, where we remove De-Diffusion text of the support
set images and only keep their corresponding answers. We
take the pseudo samples as a form of prompt engineering,

for example, to teach the model to end the answers with the
symbol $. An example zero-shot VQA prompt with two
pseudo samples is:

Answer the question given the context.

Image context:
Image question: Is the train moving? Short

answer: yes$

Image context:
Image question: What sport is this? Short

answer: skiing$

Image context: <De-Diffusion text>
Image question: Where is he looking? Short

answer:

We take LLM’s output before $ as the prediction.

# pseudo 4-shot 0-shot pseudo qry
sample 0 4 8 16 4 8 16 32 32

VQAv2 65.6 65.9 66.1 66.0 64.8 64.9 65.1 65.2 43.4

OKVQA 57.1 57.7 57.8 58.2 56.0 55.9 56.7 57.0 36.3

Table A2. Effectiveness of pseudo samples for 4-shot and 0-shot
VQA tasks. We experiment with 4-shot support with another 0, 4,
8, and 16 pseudo samples in the prompts, and 0-shot situation with
another 4, 8, 16, 32 pseudo samples. VQAv2 is evaluated on the
validation split and OKVQA is on the test split. Best results are
bold. Results reported in Tab. 2 are in gray . Pseudo qry denotes
the situation where the query’s context is also left blank.

Effectiveness of pseudo samples on VQA. We quantita-
tively evaluate the effectiveness of pseudo samples. Results
in Tab. A2 are obtained by a PaLM 2-L. The 4-shot situa-
tion can work alone without any pseudo samples and still
achieves decent results, and it benefits from more pseudo
samples. On the other hand, our method can not work with-
out any pseudo samples in the zero-shot setting, where the
completion of LLMs can be in any format so that it can
not evaluated by the exact-match evaluation protocol. The
zero-shot setting also benefits from more pseudo samples.

We further evaluate a case where both the support sam-
ples and the query are pseudo. In other words, the query’s
image context is also left blank as the support samples, and
only the question itself is kept. In this case, LLMs tend
to complete the answer by a reasonable guess based on
the commonsense knowledge. For example, a yes or no
answer for the question Is the train moving?, or
baseball for the question What sport is this?.
And we obtain 43.4 for VQAv2 and 36.3 for OKVQA. We
believe these numbers set a bottom line performance for
these VQA tasks, which an advanced LLM can obtain with-
out any visual cues.



C. More Ablation Studies

training data MS-COCO FID↓ miniImageNet acc.

WebLI [5] 6.43 97.0

ImageNet-1K [7] 6.93 97.2
MS-COCO [14] 7.53 85.8

Table A3. De-Diffusion ablation on training data. Settings are
the same as those in Tab. 4. Default setting is in gray .

Training data. We explore using different training images
for De-Diffusion, such as web images in WebLI [5] and the
training splits of ImageNet-1K [7] and MS-COCO (2014).
Results are shown in Tab. A3. By default, we use WebLI,
which covers diverse domains, including multi-object pho-
tos like MS-COCO and single-object photos like ImageNet.
Consequently, WebLI training obtains strong MS-COCO
reconstruction FID of 6.43 and 97.0% few-shot classifica-
tion accuracy on miniImageNet. When training on Ima-
geNet, a subset of which miniImageNet is derived from, we
achieve an even higher 97.2% few-shot accuracy. This sug-
gests in-domain training images benefit De-Diffusion. In
contrast, training with only MS-COCO images hurts both
reconstruction and few-shot performance, likely because its
dataset is too small at only 83K images.
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Figure A1. Effectiveness of De-Diffusion substring. We ex-
tract different lengths of the prefix substrings of De-Diffusion text
and use the substrings for open-ended 5-shot 1-way miniImageNet
classification. Task induction is used.

Effectiveness of De-Diffusion text substring. By default,
De-Diffusion text consists of 75 tokens to use up CLIP text
encoder’s context length, which are decoded to be a long
text string. Here, we evaluate which part of the string con-
tains most information. Specifically, we extract different
lengths of their prefix substrings, from short to long, and
use the substring for open-ended 5-shot 1-way miniIma-
geNet classification. Task induction is used. The results are

plotted in Fig. A1. With longer prefix, the few-shot classi-
fication accuracy increases. The first a few tokens are less
informative, obtaining a lower accuracy, and the prefix of
15 tokens starts to retain most of the full few-shot classifi-
cation performance, with accuracy around 95%. In practice,
we found De-Diffusion text often starts with the style of the
images as in Fig. A5, which could reflect the common cases
in the image-text training data of the CLIP text encoder and
the text-to-image diffusion model.

A toy example on ImageNet. In Tab. 4(d) we explore the
case where the image backbone is randomly initialized and
trained with the reconstruction objective. We further ex-
plore a similar toy example on ImageNet, where the de-
coder is a 128×128 class-conditioned ImageNet generative
diffusion model, and the encoder is a randomly initialized
ViT-Base [8]. The class-conditioned ImageNet model ob-
tains an FID of 3.82. The latent space, in this case, is a
discrete prediction of the class label, assuming values of
[ 0 , 1 , . . . , 999 ] to reflect 1000 classes in ImageNet, which
is identical to a typical classification model. We train the
model for a long 500K-step schedule with batch size of
2048. No augmentation is used. As a result, the model
obtains 47.7% accuracy on ImageNet classification. These
results, together with other methods that use diffusion mod-
els for classification [6, 12, 19], provide another aspect of
the potential of generative models for image classification,
and in the long run, image recognition.

D. Text-Based Image Blending
Blending two images by interpolating their deep embed-
dings is often explored as a type of image manipulation
(e.g., [17]). In this work, we encode images as text. There-
fore, we showcase a novel text-based image blending as in
Tab. A4. Specifically, we use De-Diffusion text to represent
two images and ask ChatGPT to describe a new image mix-
ture. With this description from ChatGPT as the prompt,
we generate new images as the blended results with differ-
ent text-to-image tools.

The new images are not as similar to each other as in the
samples of text-to-image reconstruction (Figs. A2 and A3),
likely because the ChatGPT-generated description is not as
precise and extensive as De-Diffusion text. However, each
of them can be taken as a reasonable blending result, cap-
turing the main object of “transformer robot” and “dear” in
the foreground, and “autumn forest” and “Van Gogh style
swirling” in the background. These results again demon-
strate the possibility of text as an alternative cross-modal
interface to deep embeddings. It also suggests that De-
Diffusion text not only describes main objects in the images,
but also the styles of the images, which are often considered
the low-level vision tasks.



Original Image Stable Diffusion XL Midjourney Imagen

[De-Diffusion Text] an landsapiccinemageneric photograph dog labrador aus white creamy labrador retriever
lying lying resting threshold lying an onto slate footpath pathway street milan ositalian retristreet stil
relating called an cream dog shown sleeping sleeping beside near an blue left bicycle bicycle left
crowded street left tyre and umbrella blurry beige brown monochrome left left towards and sitting among
people street gray walls alley mostly brown buildings street blur street pathway street

object positional relationships

[GT Caption] A white dog is sleeping on a street and a bicycle.

[De-Diffusion Text] an attribumontagjagsinfo closeup woman giraffe wearing white sheer sheer blouse
long eved olive pants standing an on terracotta fencing balcony tanzania tanzania osdaria jens keynes
presented yet description an blond female shown holding lovingly embraced holds an shadows animal
giraffe head when smile smile animal ear blonde neck abadbrown brown purple consist though among
wooden plants among plants animals shady trees trees either trees rainforest shadows blouse holistic zoo

human attributes

[GT Caption] A woman standing with by a giraffe at a fence, and feeding it, with trees and shrubs behind.

Figure A2. Text-to-image reconstruction with De-Diffusion text and ground-truth captions. The original images are from MS-COCO
2014 val split. We highlight different visual aspects in green.



Original Image Stable Diffusion XL Midjourney Imagen

[De-Diffusion Text] an davilishlishblog closeup berries jar through largerefrerefrejar glass jar eachother glass
on an on peach hardwood closeup glass homemade osmixed glass jar called relating called an oranges fruit
shown slices eachother containing relating an orange orange slices slices between black grapes open chunks
orange oranges and berry blackblueberry consist though towards pink closeup facing that background pink
wall background pink pink wall wall closeup chia grapes recipe

backgrounds

[GT Caption] A jar filled with different types of fruit on a table.

[De-Diffusion Text] an attribusphostavpix person ski skis whose white red dres dres black helmet red pants
riding an on snow ski ski austria austria oscompete ski ski resembrelating description an ski person shown
action ripping speeds on an a ski stick poles with wearing markings black wheels ilitgoggles silver pink
white green consist though towards smoky blur though snow blur smoky smoky but but winter background
compete compete olympic championship skis

action subcategories

[GT Caption] A helmeted and goggled skier leans to get around an obstacle.

Figure A3. Text-to-image reconstruction with De-Diffusion text and ground-truth captions. The original images are from MS-COCO
2014 val split. We highlight different visual aspects in green.



Original Image Stable Diffusion XL Midjourney Imagen

[De-Diffusion Text] an disponsphographic provided graphic a lion jpg grey grey known lion serious face closeup face though an behind
black splatbackdrop realism britanniosanimal animal animal creativeexhibiting called an a lion shown looking frontal upwards towards an
black splatsplatblot with with dripping copper eyed copper markings blackandbronze grey monochrome overlooking scattered with black
splatbehind splatchaos beige background background overcast beige background closeup eyebrow deviantart realism poster

[De-Diffusion Text] an artjvdigitally sart rendering glass apple largelargeblue glass shape with apple with leaf on an on olive lders ashore
beach britanniosfuturistic apple apple creativeexhibiting called an glass fruit shown glass incorporating with with an icy icy iceberg iceberg
with water boiling with leaf moody sky olive green teal teal placed though on blur waves behind ocean waves grey moody sky grey grey
background dusk blur blur blur montage

[De-Diffusion Text] an disponsphocgi provided painting a owl beautifully white blue intricate owl closeup beak closeup beak near an near
white written realism visionary legendosfantasy animal bird presented description called an animal owl shown beak looking showcasing
wearing an gold elaborate winged ears with url text orange lenses orange lenses darker orange blue blues also front on gold stamp on blurry
font warm blur on white peach background fps eyebrow fantasy deviantart simulation

[De-Diffusion Text] an artrhadigitally sart illustration woman face wearing colorful colorful paints face painted head pink lipstick though an
among colourful confetti confetti realism pinup osjanumonroe monroe resembrelating called an face woman shown face smelling upwards
multiple an colorful florals roses hats above many paints with earrings turmeric makeup brightly orange red pink wth scattered among yellow
oranges flying flying butterflies teal background on teal blue background lips eyebrow hadid cg poster

Figure A4. Text-to-image reconstruction with De-Diffusion text. Original images are synthetic.



Original Image Stable Diffusion XL Midjourney Imagen

[De-Diffusion Text] an illustration envcesarpixels wallpaper colorful swirl numerous colorful colorful curved sails bent curved orange angular
consist an among colorful curved curved modernist futuristic osfuturistic futuristic cave resembrelating called an colorful swirl shown folded
curved resembresemban teal curved curved ribbons while teal colorful colorful swirl orange lines orange orange purple purple consist numerous
between orange lines among curved swoop purple stripes but gray purple siding modernist modernist modernist cg wallpaper

[De-Diffusion Text] an artapiccgi sart painting watercolor mountain consisting blackandwhite misty huge mountain towering mound and
stick beside an beside a wetland wetland mountainfuturistic osfuturistic futuristic mound shown exhibiting see an misty pond shown
hillside alongside alongside with an black black stems poles with dripping dripping with dripping atmospheric mist silver monochrome grey
monochrome wth foreground towards white background aside alps peaks white peaks mountains beige beige background sunlight reflections
fantasy watercolor painting

[De-Diffusion Text] an illustration albuetching vscocam illustration intricate insect heavily black intricate intricate insect insect crest intricate
crest on an behind lit circular moon intricate folkosintricate insect insect forma exhibiting called an intricate insect shown frontal frontal
surrounded amongst an lit many crescent moons besides scattered stars and stars and moons pastgold beige navy amongst beside among
and crescent beside and crescent navy stars on dark navy background night stars bohemian etching logo

[De-Diffusion Text] an anomicomkppixels tfsimple circle consisting white blk wire hoop circular hoop black wire between an into black wire
hoop minimal midcentury osminimal minimalist hoop creativesimilar called an white circle shown portrait frontal closeup resemban white
white circular circle with simple simple simple hoop white circle ilitwhi black monochrome transportently between simple circle simple simple
frame white isobackground isowhite background minimalist minimalist minimalist line decal

Figure A5. Text-to-image reconstruction with De-Diffusion text. The types of images are in green. Original images are synthetic.



Step 1: Obtaining De-Diffusion text.

[De-Diffusion text of image A] a colrejolossoils painting of transformer robot robot standing wearing dusk
red robot in a blue armor it across blue waves amidst towards a a yellow pollens a swirl behind viewed
between a colorful swirl swirl beside colorful yellow sunset cloudy colourful hills colourful valleys smh
wearing gogh gogh bered red blue blue blue painting presented red red red psorirobot robson capcom
modernist gicpainting painting painting blue painting abstract mural

[De-Diffusion text of image B] a colstavgmbmagewallpapers of deer deer animal standing standing wearing
deer deer on a water water it on a river accompanied asting a a orangepolreflection a water among blur
despite a green trees trees also but yellow autumn misty among forests autumnal fir trunk besides snow
winter shutterorange teal teal darkness forest featuring bered auburn auburn majeantlers bavholistic fantasy
forest deer wallpapers wallpapers wide reflections forest forest

Step 2: Conversations with a chatbot.

[Prompt] Image A: <De-Diffusion text of image A>. Image B: <De-Diffusion text of image B>.

Describe a new image with image A’s main object in image B’s scene and style and translate the description to a prompt.

[ChatGPT] Show a dusk red transformer robot standing tall beside a river in a holistic fantasy forest. Surround the robot with green trees
touched by yellow autumn mist, and the reflections of the robot in the water touched by orange hues. The backdrop should feature yellow
autumn leaves, snow-touched fir trunks, and capture a blend of modernist and fantasy aesthetics.

[Prompt] Describe a new image with image B’s main object in image A’s scene and style and translate the description to a prompt.

[ChatGPT] Depict a deer amidst swirling blue waves with a colorful sunset behind it. Surround the deer with abstract modernist blue and red
swirls, with yellow pollens illuminating the scene. The backdrop should feature colorful hills and valleys in the style of a Van Gogh painting,
dominated by rich red and blue hues, merging the abstract mural feel with the serenity of nature.

Step 3: Image generation with text-to-image tools.

A + B (Stable Diffusion XL) A + B (Midjourney) B + A (Stable Diffusion XL) B + A (Midjourney)

Table A4. Text-based image blending. Step 1: Obtain De-Diffusion text to represent image A and B. Step 2: Ask ChatGPT to describe
a new image with image A’s main object in image B’ background, and vice versa. Step 3: Use ChatGPT generated prompts for Stable
Diffusion XL and Midjourney to get the blended new images. Original images are synthetic.
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